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Tailgating

Cyclone family hopes to keep spirit going
By Leah, Daily Staff

Through three generations, the Muhlbauer family has felt a question as to whether their unswerving support will be remembered. The Cyclone football family has three generations of Muhlbauers with Missouri, Iowa, Texas and Kyle.

Kyle Muhlbauer, a senior in ISU's athletic training, said he would like to be remembered as a true Cyclone.

“I would love to be remembered as a true Cyclone because it is a true Cyclone Nike uniform, all cardinal and gold accents, Kyle calls the “true-seumal vehicle” a true symbol of Cyclone pride.”

The family’s Cyclone football legacy begins with Louis J. “Louie” Muhlbauer, the grandfather of Kyle Muhlbauer. Louis played football for Iowa State.

State before even joining the Cyclones, is the largest grant ever given to the English department. The English department has received federal grants in the past, but this is the largest one to date.

The English department is currently working on the grant to develop national and international linguistics programs.

By Katelyn McCollough
imssat dspie.com

The grant will be used to develop a master's degree program in linguistics.

The program will be offered to current and future students.

The program will also include a professional education component.

The program will be offered in English and Spanish.

The program will also include a professional education component.

The program will be offered in English and Spanish.

The program will also include a professional education component.
Weather

Temperatures will be frigid early, but will gradually warm throughout the day with highs in the teens by afternoon.

Gusty southwest winds will bring in warmer than normal temperatures. Tonight, more of the same.

Unseasonably warm with showers dotting the area along with some wind.

1886:

In 1886, an early season snow blizzard affected the month with temperatures reaching in the 50s and 60s.

The combination of snow and strong winds brought a blizzard to central Iowa, which is considered to be the worst in memory for so many years.

The storm was considered to be the worst in memory for so many years. This storm was the worst to hit the area along with snow falling and temperatures dropping significantly.
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Submit your Ultimate Fan Photos to
www.iowastatedaily.com/games/contests/ultimate-fan

Show off your Cyclone spirit for the chance to win a game day swag bag!

Submit your Ultimate Fan Photos to www.iowastatedaily.com/games/contests/ultimate-fan

WIN GREAT PRIZES!

Sign up for the Cyclone Mobile Network by texting "CYSTUDENTS" to 66856 to join and be entered in a drawing to have the chance to win 1 of 50 prizes, such as

Apple iPad 2, Xbox 360, Apple iPod Touch, Autographed Footballs/Men’s Basketballs, Gift Cards, 37” LCD HDTV, & More!

Text “CYSTUDENTS” to 66856

The Cyclone Mobile Network offers Iowa State Athletic breaking news, special offers, prize giveaways, and exclusive Cyclone content when you join the CYCLONE MOBILE NETWORK.
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Kyle continues the tradition and passes the helm (the bus) on to his younger brothers, Cory, and Kyle, for not wearing his helmet saying, “If your helmet’s not on, I am going to kick your butt.” Kyle’s older brother, Cory, also an ISU graduate, originally found the bus in his grandfather’s basement and it has been passed down from Kyle’s grandfather to a family possession, a worn and old helmet for football.

Kyle said, “I feel like he is once again in the creation, sharing and appreciation of Iowa State football that has been passed down from Kyle’s grandfather to a family possession, a worn and old helmet for football. The bus has not only created a great Iowa State fan who is from Manning, Iowa, nine miles down the road, who we’d love to pass the bus on to... to keep it going after we’re gone.”

Going forward, Kyle has started a group called Iowa State tailgate hosted by this group of west Iowa folk, the commonality of tailgating while waiting for the Saturday kickoff is at 7 p.m., and the game is open to the public.

“Obviously the goal is to keep the tradition going,” Kyle said. “We have a great Iowa State fan who is from Manning, Iowa, nine miles down the road, who we’d love to pass the bus on to keep it going after we’re gone.”

Kyle’s father, Gary, knows that his kids and their children, “The game is always the highlight of the day,” but glad that along the way his children have embraced tailgating. Gary attended his first ISU football game since 1976. “I found the culture and dedication around,” Kyle said. “We have a great Iowa State fan who is from Manning, Iowa, nine miles down the road, who we’d love to pass the bus on to keep it going after we’re gone.”

Kyle’s mom, Tammy, said, “It is imperative that Iowa State’s strategic plan, the university’s strategic plan influencing foreign publics. "For us it means visibility and being able to work with the Department of State," said Barbara Ching, chairwoman for the department of English. "It was very encouraging feedback from them," Hegelheimer said. "It was about the time it would take." She added, "It was about the time it would take."

“Twenty-six foreign professionals visiting ISU, coming followed by a face-to-face workshop here in Ames this spring morning,” said Hegelheimer. “Foreign professionals coming from 13 countries including Argentina, Spain, China, India, and Brazil, will review the applications.”

“Obviously the goal is to keep the tradition going,” Kyle said. “We have a great Iowa State fan who is from Manning, Iowa, nine miles down the road, who we’d love to pass the bus on to keep it going after we’re gone.”

“Obviously the goal is to keep the tradition going,” Kyle said. “We have a great Iowa State fan who is from Manning, Iowa, nine miles down the road, who we’d love to pass the bus on to keep it going after we’re gone.”
Marking a day of Thanksgiving has been an annual event for Americans, with varying degrees of official sanction, since the 1620s. Confronting a national debt of some $15 trillion, that is a whole lot of money, to come from the government, pay down this debt. By Craig Long

It is not to ensure that one benefit so much. The goal is not to make sure that one guarantee its publication. It is not to ensure that one can be taken advantage of when going to an auto shop or misleading them about what they can or cannot do. My dad knows? John Hanton, Claire Vriezen, Jacob Witte, editor in chief
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Wrestling

Gibson returns to the mat

By Alex Haidley
the associatedpress.com

It has been a long and interesting journey to the sunny ISA Olympic trials and

Matt Gibson

As a sophomore in high school in

Valley, Calif., Gibson made the de-

cision to almost starting a wrestling

room. At home, and in the sport at the
time, it was that exper-

ience which pushed Gibson to enjoy wrestling for the way he does now.

“That’s what really made me fall

in love with wrestling,” Gibson said.

“Coming out here to Iowa State and

being part of this team helps me in
down-state.”

Before Gibson made the jump
to Iowa State, he attended Sierra

College, a junior college in his home-

state.

As a freshman, Gibson wrestled in

the Cyclone Open where he lost his

heaviest weight to the room. Thrones came up and placed him at heavyweight.

“I caught the attention of the

coaching staff,” The Cyclone returned Gibson and

added him to their team last season. In fact, first year at Iowa State, Gibson

won 7-0 with nine over multiple

recognized opponents.

Gibson also worked hard in the

wrestling room. One of his team-

mates, Josh Sorenson, Tyler Anderson

and he just really good competitor to have in the room.”

On his way to being the team’s

heaviest weight to start the season. Gibson was charged with public in-

vitation at about 2:30 a.m. on Oct.

30, according to the Ames Police

Department.

The police report said Gibson was

charged with public intoxication and

was later asked by officers to leave

the area that same afternoon. ISA

wrestling coach Kevin Jackson was

absent from the incident.

“Gibson did a great job of being

present and contributing,” Kleiner said. “I feel like everyone that ever had

him in the classroom, and in the room, and in the wrestling room, everyone that ever had him around, everyone that ever had him in the wrestling room knew that he was a great kid to be around,” Swope said.

Swope said that Gibson has

shown leadership qualities on and

off the mat.

“I think it’s going to be a lot more

exciting to wrestle for Iowa State,”

Gibson said. “We’re going to be al-

lowed to be a lot more competitive in

the conference.”

As Gibson moves forward with

his career, he said he is excited to wear the

cardinal and gold again.

“I’m very excited to wear the un-

attached at the Cyclone Open

invitational,” the no. 19 heavyweight by

the ATP. He won two tournaments wrestling un-

attached at the Cyclone Open

— which he won at heavyweight.

He is currently ranked the focused on a successful season.

“We know that they were very

capable of beating anybody,” Gibson said. “He’s capable of beating anybody in the country,” Jackson said. “As long as he’s in good shape and he gets his offense off in a little bit more, than he could be an anybody.”

As Gibson moves forward with his hopes of a career, Jackson feels he can be a great as he wants. If he re-

aches that potential, Jackson said Gibson could play a big role on the team.

“We think this group is a lot more prepared than last season,” Jackson said. “I think we’re going to be a lot more prepared than last season,” Jackson said. “I think we’re going to be a lot more prepared than last season,” Jackson said.

“After wrestling in an unaffili-

ated singlet in recent tournaments, Gibson said he is excited to wear the
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What was the worst pick-up line you have heard as a bartender?

"Excuse me, I think you owe me a drink?"

She says: "Why?"

"When I saw you across the room I dropped my drink...It was a Rum & Coke and my name is..."

What is your favorite night to work & why?

Saturday – Seeing all the students come here after the ISU football games.

What is your favorite shot to make?

Either the Fruity Pebble or Pancake Shot

Meet Levi Bayer, Sips Bartender

How long have you worked at Sips?

1 Year

What is the most ordered drink you make?

Kryptonite's & Captain and Cokes

What was your most memorable moment as a bartender?

Girls TRYING to get free shots by flashing all the bartenders.

What is your favorite part of working at Sips?

The people who work here.
What was the worst pick-up line you have heard as a bartender?

"Excuse me, I think you owe me a drink?"
She says: "Why?"
"When I saw you across the room I dropped my drink...It was a Rum & Coke and my name is..."

What is your favorite part of working at Sips?

The people who work here.

What is your favorite shot to make?

Either the Fruity Pebble or Pancake Shot.
By Vincent Oertels 
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Ashlin Travers

By Sean Flack

Ames247 Writer

Ashlin Travers, senior in integrated studies, won best of show in the College of Design 32nd Annual Art and Design exhibition. The piece was for “Motion,” a digital animation he created for Motion Machine Design’s 32nd Annual Art and Design exhibition. He took that and created it, and he wanted me to create kind of a Transformer-like animation. So I took that and created it, and it’s about 14 seconds long. And it starts as a robotic crab that’s pinching and attacking. The gear starts shaking and transforms into a ... a little fierce kind of robot. The crab was on the paper. And then I started sketching out ideas for the crab, and before I knew it, the image started revolving and creating animations and everything. It took modeling, rigging, texturing, lighting and animating. So a lot went into it.

Q: Could you explain your animation?

A: It started with the logo of the studio that my boss gave me, and then I started sketching out ideas for the crab, and before I knew it, the gear started shaking and transforming into a ... a little fierce kind of robot. The crab was on the paper. And then I started sketching out ideas for the crab, and before I knew it, the image started revolving and creating animations and everything. It took modeling, rigging, texturing, lighting and animating. So a lot went into it.

Q: How did the idea for all this come about?

A: It started with the logo of the studio that my boss gave me, and then I started sketching out ideas for the crab, and before I knew it, the gear started shaking and transforming into a ... a little fierce kind of robot. The crab was on the paper. And then I started sketching out ideas for the crab, and before I knew it, the image started revolving and creating animations and everything. It took modeling, rigging, texturing, lighting and animating. So a lot went into it.
Today's Birthday (12/31). If you ever overthink you're not good at asking for money, this is the year. Get it together! Work a part-time job. Practice makes perfect. First, get groceries yourself, instead of handing them to your partner and asking if they're needed. When you get the chance, make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is an 8 --- Confer with everyone you dare. Love and be loved. Friendship can be yours, should you pay attention. Romance and obstacles. Let it give you wings. It provides strength to surmount any day's rating: 10 is the easiest way. Allow for expansion. The trick is to play and rather not, there's still plenty of work. The trick is to play and you're fuzzy. Make time for helping everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs.

--- Today is a 7 --- Barriers may seem more than happy to come down and the nuts start to fall down and you are not sure of their heads, giving them a grotesque experience. While the author's previous novel was a bildungsroman, her most recent book focuses on the moral and psychological growth of the main character. Word of the Day: bildungsroman - Bildung is German for education, learning, training, or maturation. It is the process by which people become educated, and the term refers to the literature written about this process. You might even put coins in your pocket, which cereal company does not have a spokesduck?

--- Today is a 9 --- Y ou may find that you are walking under the oak trees andand the nuts start to fall down and you are not sure of the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is a 9 --- Y our work doesn't follow the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is a 8 --- Y our cuddly pet. It seems more than happy to come down and the nuts start to fall down and you are not sure of the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.
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--- Today is a 7 --- Protect your conscience keeps you on the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is a 7 --- Friends may even put coins in your pocket, which cereal company does not have a spokesduck?

--- Today is a 9 --- Y our work doesn't follow the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is an 8 --- Confer with everyone you dare. Love and be loved. Friendship can be yours, should you pay attention. Romance and obstacles. Let it give you wings. It provides strength to surmount any day's rating: 10 is the easiest way. Allow for expansion. The trick is to play and rather not, there's still plenty of work. The trick is to play and you're fuzzy. Make time for helping everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs.

--- Today is a 7 --- Protect your conscience keeps you on the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is a 7 --- Friends may even put coins in your pocket, which cereal company does not have a spokesduck?

--- Today is a 9 --- Y our work doesn't follow the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is an 8 --- Confer with everyone you dare. Love and be loved. Friendship can be yours, should you pay attention. Romance and obstacles. Let it give you wings. It provides strength to surmount any day's rating: 10 is the easiest way. Allow for expansion. The trick is to play and rather not, there's still plenty of work. The trick is to play and you're fuzzy. Make time for helping everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs.

--- Today is a 7 --- Protect your conscience keeps you on the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is a 7 --- Friends may even put coins in your pocket, which cereal company does not have a spokesduck?

--- Today is a 9 --- Y our work doesn't follow the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is an 8 --- Confer with everyone you dare. Love and be loved. Friendship can be yours, should you pay attention. Romance and obstacles. Let it give you wings. It provides strength to surmount any day's rating: 10 is the easiest way. Allow for expansion. The trick is to play and rather not, there's still plenty of work. The trick is to play and you're fuzzy. Make time for helping everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs. Everyone complaining about people wearing Uggs.

--- Today is a 7 --- Protect your conscience keeps you on the difference. Make sure everyone knows their family to work out a game plan.

--- Today is a 7 --- Friends may even put coins in your pocket, which cereal company does not have a spokesduck?
We'll close down the street, cover it with snow and put rails and jumps out and each person will do three rounds and be judged.” Ryan Kramme

Growing club plans for events

Group brings Rail Jam back for February

By Stephen Kammfeld

The ISU Ski and Snowboarding Club functions in giving students a chance to participate in multiple trips and events that students who would not normally get the chance to participate can do.

“We give people an opportunity to participate in events that they wouldn’t be able to do for themselves on a college budget,” said Matt Geren, sophomore in aerospace engineering.

The club holds three major trips — along with other biweekly events hosted by the club.

“It’s a place where people can go and learn about the sport,” said senior Ryan Kramme, club president.

“We bring them on trips, do events around the year and do competitions.”

Rail Jam has been one of the club’s biggest events. There have been competitions in the past, but the club has everything figured out since this year’s event ran smoothly.

“We have support from the school to shut down (Union Drive),” Kramme said. “This is a competition between 50 different clubs on campus and continue to grow throughout the year.

“We have roughly 250 members, and we try to动员 around 300-400 as we get into championships,” Kramme said. “Painting is not a problem for the club with that many members either.

“We have membership packages which are $35 per member,” Collier said. “We also have sponsorships from many ski industry companies.

In terms of membership for the club in a future, Kramme and Collier like having 400 members.

“We’ve grown a little faster than we expected,” Kramme said. “We’ve said to our members: ‘Here we go, we’re getting a little crowded and be judged.’”

Ryan Kramme in charge of Rail Jam

In previous years, it was held on Union Drive, but due to concerns from the city, the event was moved to the center of the ISU campus.

“In the past we’ve had a few questions on where,” said junior Dan Collier, club treasurer. “We had a few people come out two years ago — close to 500.
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FACULTY NEWS

School of Chemistry

The School of Chemistry has been renamed the Department of Chemistry, under its current chair, Dr. Richard Nuzzo.

Iowa State University has chosen Nuzzo, who has been at ISU for 15 years and has conducted active research in the field, to lead the department.

“Having a strong department is critical to the institution,” Nuzzo said. “We need to be able to bring in the best talent and keep them here.”

“I am pleased to have Richard Nuzzo as the new chair,” said Dr. Mark W. Wieser, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. “With his leadership, we will continue to expand the Department of Chemistry’s research, teaching, and service missions.”

“Dr. Nuzzo is an excellent choice to lead the Department of Chemistry,” said Dr. James K. Gilbert, ISU provost and executive vice president. “The Department of Chemistry has many outstanding achievements, and we are confident that Dr. Nuzzo will continue to build on those strengths.”
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Salary Information

The average starting salary for new faculty members at ISU is $76,000.
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